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I. Value Chain Points (VCP) where Carbon Pass (CP) must be 
issued to forward verified information of the Carbon Footprint 
of the product 
 
1. Livestock Production: From cradle to farm gate 
 
2. Slaughterhouse: From farm gate to dispatching point of slaughtered and 
packaged meat product (port or airport at the country of origin) 
 
3. Dealer: From dispatching point to dealer cold store gate (country of 
destination).  
 
4. Retail (Supermarket/Restaurant): From dealer cold store gate to 
restaurant or supermarket 

 
II. General steps  to foward Carbon Footprint from one VCP to 
the next one 
 
1. Organization saling Livestock, with third party verified carbon footprint, 
ask for a Carbon Pass to foward information to slaughterhouse 
 
2. LSQA issue Carbon Pass to the slaughterhouse and ask them to fill in 
the form of the corresponding stage. LSQA audits by assessment of 
documental registers and data following CP v.1 2023 requirements (see 
section III). 
 
3. LSQA can  make no programmed in situ audit to the organization.  
 
4. If evaluation is positive, LSQA issue Carbon Pass and Carbon Footprint 
is fowarded to next stage organization who can also ask LSQA to issue it 
Carbon Pass to new client in the chain.  
 
5. If evaluation is negative the organization can recalculate the data 
provided until achieve the conformity with CP v.1 2023 requirements (see 
section III) or decline the option of using the mark of certification provided 
by livestock producer. No Carbon Pass is issued.   



 
III. Required information to issue a Carbon Pass at each VCP 

 

1. Livestock Production: From cradle to farm gate 
  

*Producer must hold a third party verification of the Carbon Footprinto to require the 
issue of Carbon Pass and foward information to the slaugtherhouse  

Net Balance of Livestock Production (Kg CO2 eq/Kg Livestock) = NBLP 



2. Slaughterhouse: From farm gate to dispatching point of 
slaughtered and packaged meat product 

 

  

*NBLP2 = NBLP x CF 

CF= Mass based conversion Factor from Livestock to  

        Packaged Product 

CF = Kg Livestock entering the slaugtherhouse/Kg Packaged Product 

Net Balance of Processed and Packaged Meat At dispatch point 

(Kg CO2 eq/Kg Packaged Meat) = NBPP 



3. Dealer: From dispatching point (port, airport of origin 
country) to dealer cold store gate (country of destination).  

 

  

Net Balance of Processed and Packaged Meat 

At dealer storage 

(Kg CO2 eq/Kg Packaged Meat) = NBDS 



4. Retail (Supermarket/Restaurant): From dealer cold store 
gate to restaurant or supermearket 

 

  

Net Balance of Processed and Packaged Meat 

At Retail (Kg CO2 eq/Kg Packaged Meat) = NBR 



IV. Benefits of Carbon Pass 
  
Carbon Pass is an auditable instrument for the  Chain of Custody of 
livestock already certified as “Carbon Neutral” or “Low Carbon.” 
 
Provides:  
 
1. Environmental Accountability 
 
2. Market advantage  
 
3. Consumer trust 
 
4. Risk Management 

 

V. When is issued the Carbon Pass? 

The Producer must ask LSQA to issue the CP each time he sells to a 
Slaughterhouse intending to use the mark of certification (label) on the 
packaged final product.  

VI. Who provides the information to fill in the Carbon Pass? 

The slaughterhouse forwarding information to its client must fill in the 
forms. Then, LSQA verifies it following an audit process.  

If the slaughterhouse also has third-party verification of their carbon 
footprint for the same period of the slaughtering, then the CP is filled with 
actual verified data, LSQA review documentation, and may ask for a non-
programmed audit following ISO 14064-3. In this case, the CP came with a  
light green background in the final forwarded data. 

  



ANNEX A : Carbon Pass Forms (Stages 1 and 2) 

 



  



ANNEX A : Carbon Pass Forms (Stages 1 and 2) 

 

 


